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During determination of relevance of carrying out this type of research, before 

us such purpose appeared: acquaintance with the general concepts which at the high 
level open subject of a slang; to investigate and light in work of the sphere of use of 
slengizm, origins and their short historical data. To carry out the statistical analysis 
and collecting lexical material for the dictionary; to analyse and reveal lexical units of 
a slang which are borrowed from a wide range of medical and pharmaceutical 
vocabulary that at the moment are in the broad use modern scientifically and 
technologically integrated society. 

Subject of research: use youth of slang, medical and pharmaceutical 
vocabulary 

It is necessary for achievement of problems of work: to carry out literary 
information search in a slang subject, for the best understanding of this lexical sphere, 
to examine features of collecting and processing of statistical data, for definition of 
the environment of carrying out research, to carry out search of slengizm for drawing 
up the dictionary of slengizm of Ukrainian, to analyse medico-pharmaceutical 
vocabulary which became current in everyday life as a slang. 

Relevance of research is shown that society isn't too informed on value of these 
or those lexical units, some words lost the true value and got new, people forget about 
it. 

The slang is words which often are considered as violation of the rules standard 
language. These are very expressive, ironic words serving for designation of subjects 
about which speak in everyday life. Slang words take an important place in the 
standard of speech, they can be enlisted in lexically stylistic educations. Such words 
are inherent in informal conversation of people who are connected by a certain 
community of interests. The slang inherent in various groups of people also plays an 
important role in the individual's life. Now only certain linguists research this 
question. Layer of slang youth vocabulary is made in many respects by neologisms 
which are formed and change together with changes of society. It should be noted 
that some scientific jargons carry to a slang, thus, without allocating them as 
independent lexical group, and a slang define as special lexicon, and, used for 
communication of groups of people with common interests. 

Conclusion: after acquaintance with thematic literature some experimental 
actions were carried out: collecting quantitative information for further understanding 
of a subject immense earlier and definition of audience for carrying out further 
experimental actions; collecting lexical material for the dictionary. In work was 
carried out, the analysis of slang words which are collected in the dictionary that is 
presented in appendices and it was revealed: the considerable volume of the words 
used in the daily speech is a lexical volume of medico-pharmaceutical branch. The 
these results which are carried out in work can be applied to further researches in 
similar branches.   


